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AN ASSESSMENT OF NATIONAL SECURITY LEGISLATION IN SOUTH 
AFRICA 

The purpose of this paper is to explore and evaluate the 
laws governing national security matters in South Africa, 
with particular reference to those concerning the 
intelligence community. If the national 
security/intelligence agencies are to undergo changes, 
then the laws which govern their conduct will have to 
change. The current process of negotiations is likely to 
investigate such matters, and for that reason it is hoped 
this contribution is a timely one. 

The paper is divided into the following areas: 

1. Introduction: general problems with national security 
legislation in South Africa 

2. Definitions of 

3. Why a study 

4. Examples of ,the 
Africa a nd the}-r wea 
those affecting the 

5. A compa ve s 
the South can 

7. Conclusi~n: Pr 
national se rity 

tion is needed 

al s-ecurity 

the reformula~ion of 
lation in Sou h Africa 

The interests o "n urity" have long been 
presented by the So government a / the rationale 
for its i mplement ti ad range of restrictive 
measures, designed o counter what it re_g rds as threats 
to the security and i tegrity of the tate by hostile 
foreign governments or tfie~~~s and/or hostile 
organisations. Even a cursory examination of the 
legislation pertaining to the issue of national security 
clearly shows that such legislation has serious flaws, and 
that in moving towards democracy, these laws will have to 
be reformulated. 

The most obvious problem is that the existing legislation 
was formulated to uphold the apartheid government, with 
internal political organisations, particularly those on 
the left of the spectrum, in mind as the perceived threat 
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to national security. The legislation, as a consequence, 
has dismissed, virtually completely, the question of the 
rights of individuals in South African society, and 
instead has deliberately sought ways of suppressing civil 
liberties. 

In addition, the laws have been sufficiently broad for 
those national securit¥ and intelligence agencies charged 
with their implementation, to conduct themselves in 
virtually whatever manner they please. As a result there 
have been countless violations of civil liberties and 
unlawful acts· committed by these agencies. 

The legislation in general, does not concern itself with 
the rights of ~rivate citizens vis-a-vis the concerns of 
national security. The consequences of this omission have 
been seen and record d i~o _;Erica's recent history. 
Scandal after scand 1 i..---and o ations of civil liberties, 
no longer even shoe a,,,,,,--.~ sign th~t something is 
seriously wrong in:"'th l n deeply c'l ssified secrets. 
Political negot~ators erta n have a dau~ting task in 
ensuring that&frnocra es ully stradd~s the divide 
between civil liberties nati ~l security,, between 
secrecy and · blic accou a ility 
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Throughout the od worl different ~ove nrnent s have 
been able to ine r ret thes neral prin 'ples i n ways 
that protect thei own power ·nterests~ n South Africa, 
for example, interna organisations c -sisting of citizens 
of the countr¥ who have een op~d to the government's 
apartheid policies, have been efined by the government as 
a threat to national security, and national security 
legislation treats them as such. Events in the nineties 
have seen the government moving away from the explicit 
traditional "total strategy" approach to national 
security, but given the fluidity of the security and 
political situation, it is not readily clear what this is 
being replaced by. 

In Europe and in Africa, the recent tendency has been to 
define security in less militaristic terms and to strive 



for a more rounded meaning. Now, security is ~erceived to 
be of lasting value, only if developed alongside the goals 
of stability, economic development and political 
cooperation between various players. (Nathan, 1992) 

The definition of national security can thus be said to be 
a subjective matter. Given the priorities, concerns and 
strategic objectives of a particular government, the 
national security priorities and policies, as well as the 
way in which the threats to national security are 
perceived, would vary from government to government. 

Williams (1991) argues that definitions of national 
security should not be the sole preserve of either the 
intelligence agencies who execute national security 
policy, or other technocrats holding high office i n 
government. Rather, · ity and its definition 
should b e based on ~~·-=-~ red into between the 
state and the co people and their 
representatives. contr~, both t he 
commonwealth and iged to ~lfill certain 
responsibilities respons· le behaviour. 
In this way a~ al state bing able to 
perform its t ks f the pe3:' le, is 
ensured. 

3. Wh lation ·s needed 

Those Sou ·es and organi·sations 
that have a ting a democ a tic 
future have a daun he~d i redef~ning o licies, 
strategies apd a cu ation security~ 
There are seyeral r a st y and evalua ion of 
national security 1 i rgently neede . 

Firstly, then · ,intelligence gencies, 
being part of ablishment wil1 be t he 
subject of con he period o negotiations. 
And in t he period an inter overnmen the security 
establishment, incfu ing the intelligen7 agencies could 
possibly be ·subject to"'--.Illulti-part¥ c~rol. If this is so, 
then it will be necessa~~~o.1-ik:ical actors to review 
the legislation regulating their conduct. 

Secondly, whilst the state may validly seek to protect its 
interests, there is always the danger that, even in a 
future democratic South Africa, its national security 
strategies and policies may undermine the rights of 
individuals. 

Thirdly, the content of national security policy, strategy 
and legislation up until recently, has been influenced by 
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a particular threat perception, one which saw the total 
(communist) onslaught as the threat to white supremacy and 
"civilized norms". Now, with the current political 
negotiations, it would be anachronistic and irregular for 
the le~islation, strategies and policies of old, to be 
maintained intact in the process of ushering in the new. 
In keeping with the global trends mentioned above, it is 
now necessary to redefine the threats to national 
securit¥, in a manner that not only a acknowledges the 
transition to democracy, but also takes into account the 
desired factors of stability, socio-economic development 
and ~olitical and economic cooperation within the country, 
ad with others with whom the state must interact. 

Fourthly , the legislation has very keenly pronounced on 
the defence of national secur· but has had virtually 
nothing to say about e. •• -r±g o individuals, in the 
sense of affording i vidua protection from those 
res~onsible for imp-3:em nting tional security strategy, 
policy a nd legislation 
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"To inquire into, nd to repo and ma~:_;-,-ecommendations 
on, the necessity, ~quacy, fairness ~~~efficacy of 
legislation pertainin o the intern d security of the 
Republic of South Africa".----

Interestingly, Dr Lukas Daniel Barnard, then a university 
professor, served on the Commission, until his appointment 
as Secretar¥ of the then Department of National Security, 
when he resigned. The Rabie Commission identified the 
following as security legislation in force at the time: 

1. The Internal Security Act, 1950 (Act 44 of 1950) 
2. Public Safety Act,1953 (Act 3 of 1953) 
3. Official Secrets Act, 1956 (Act 16 of 1956) 
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Riotous Assemblies Act, 1956 (Act 17 of 1956) 
Defence Act, 1957 (Act 44 of 1957) 
Railways and Harbours Control and Management 

(Consolidation) Act, 1957 ( Act 70 of 1957) 
7. Police Act, 1958 (Act 7 of 1958) 
8. Post Office Act, 1958 (Act 44 of 1958): Section 118A 
9. Unlawful Organisations Act, 1960 (Act 34 of 1960) 
10. General Law Amendment Act, 1962 (Act 76 of 1962): 

Section 21 (and several subsequent amendments to this 
Act, which made provision for detention without trial) 

11. Terrorism Act, 1967 (Act 83 of 1967) 
12. Security Intelligence and State Security Council Act, 

1972 ( Act 64 Of 1972) 
13. Gathering and Demonstrations Act, 1973, (Act 52 of 

1973) 
14. Gatherings and Demonstrati 

1973) 
15. Affected Organisa ·ans 
16. Publications AcVtl 4 
17. Parliamentary / Inter 

(Act 67 of 19'7 6) 
18. Civil Defencfe Act, 1977 ( 
19. Bureau forL State Se curit 

(Act 52 of 
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1974-) 
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olete, and others ave been 
amended. A~urther new law, ha since been p~ssed. The 
purpose h · - ~~ - ~ -i:~~~,._.._~.Q~ 1-aws whicti 
presently a~ ly; in thos-e- which h;:i\v e and 
are being a plied by or to the intelligence 
services of the coun ry. __,......_ ..., neral examina i on that 
applies i nt e Republ'c, o t take into ~ccount 
the laws of he TBVC tates self-governi ,g 
territories, which the selve t further 
investigation. 

a) Security In elli 
(No 64 o f 1972) 

Precursors to this Act were t Official S crets Act of 
1956, and its amen ~ts, which were tape found i n the 
the Police Act, the General Law Amendmen t Acts of 1969 and 
of 1972. ~ 

As the name suggests, the objectives of the Security 
Intelligence and State Security Council Act were: 
- to define the functions and duties of the Bureau for 
State Security in respect of intelligence relating to the 
security of the Republic; 
- to establish a State Security Council and to define its 
functions, and to provide for incidental matters. 

The functions and duties of the Bureau (now known as the 
National Intelligence Service) were defined as follows: 



- to collect, evaluate, correlate and interpret national 
security intelligence for the purpose of -
defining and identifying any threat or potential threat 
to the security of the republic; 

- advising the Minister of any such threat; 
- to collect departmental intelligence at the request of 

any interested department of State, and without delay to 
evaluate and transmit such intelligence and any other 
intelligence at the disposal of the Bureau and which 
constitutes departmental intelligence, to the department 
concerned; 

- to prepare and to interpret, for the consideration of 
the Council, a national intelligence estimate relating 
to any threat to the security of the Republic, and in 
this r egard to advise the Council on any other 
intelligence at its disposal which may have an influence 
on any state polic rela L o the combating of any 
such t hreat. 

- to formulate, for rov 
relating to nationa s u 
consultatio~w·1:.h the aep 
with a ny aspe t of the ma· 
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The Act al lls and duties of other 
departmen~-e~~tat-~~4 ,,--~~~~~ s~curity 
intelligenc ven 'al role of otrer 
departments uch as f Law and Or e r, 
Defence an oreign -~....-i=~ n rec t months and years, it 
is worth notiing the s of e Act especially 
carefully . The Act g r de ~rtments of s?ate the 
right to col\ect dep 1ligence, def~ned as 
"information '?[hich r function conc'erning the 
security of th~_Repu d which info9ation may be 
required by suah de the discharge pf any such 
function" . The n r which the cO/llection, 
evaluation, corre a on and i rpretation of such 
departmental intel igence is a owed, ar~ 
- that except in the ase of the SADF~n times of war, and 

when discharging counte 'ntelligen-ce operations and 
except in the case of the po -ice where they are 
investigating matters related to the security of the 
Republic, the departmental intelligence may not be 
gathered in a "covert manner"; 

- that departmental intelligence nay not be gathered in a 
covert manner outside the Republic either, except by the 
SADF in times of war or in conducting 
counterintelligence operation, or the police force when 
investigating matters related to the security of the 
Republic. In the last mentioned case the Bureau was 
expected to be kept informed of any such investigations. 



In effect, the Act, whilst it purports to be restrictive 
regarding the gathering of departmental intelligence, 
gives the police and the Defence Force a licence to 
conduct covert and clandestine operation, which licence 
they have used without hesitation over the years. 

The Act gives the Bureau (now National Intelligence 
Service) access to information gained b¥ other 
departments, to ensure a reasonably rationalised 
intelligence service: 
"It shall be the duty of any department of State which 
comes into possession of national security intelligence or 
of intelligence which may be of value in the preparation 
of the national intelligence estimate referred to in 
section 2(c) without delay to transmit such intel ligence 
to the Bureau in un alu te - o but with an indication 
to the reliability f t'ce of such intelligence." 
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Among the s rategies aevelop een the orious 
National Sec rity Mana ement a system o 
coordinated control o mrnu in which th~ 
securocrats a~d secu ayed a central 
management role, an ional Coor~inating 
Mechanism, whic st r President de Klerk and 
which is claimed o e much i ianised, ith the 
securocrats playin only a limi ed rol_¾11hat is 
disturbing about bot systems, is thq:t whilst they have 
directly impacted on the ~--tne country's peo~le, 
their operations were, and continue to be, shrouded in 
secrecy. 

b) Bureau for State Security Act (No 104 Of 1978) 

The purpose of this Act was "to regulate the organisation 
and control of the Bureau for State Security, and to 
provide for matters connected therewith". The Bureau later 
became the Department of National Security and was 
renamed later, the National Intelligence Service. 



The Bureau was established under section 20(1) of the 
Republic of South Africa Constitution Act, 1961 (Act No 32 
of 1961). It was to be headed by a Secretary, who was 
subject to the directions of the Minister and the Act. The 
Secretary could make rules and issues directions he deemed 
expedient for efficient command, superintendence and 
control of the Bureau. 

The Minister, subject to the provisions of the Act and any 
other law, could do anything which in his opinion,was 
necessary for the superintendence and control of, action 
by and functioning of the Bureau. He also had powers to 
appoint any persons as members of the Bureau. 

The Act deals with a host of 
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- the numerical establishment a the Bu~au, the 
conditions of serv~~ of members, ad the various 
divisions, branches, gr-a.des, ra k~ and designations in 
the Bureau; 

- the establishment and maintenance of training 
institutions or centres for members of the Bureau, and 
the instruction, training, discipline and control of 
such members at such institutions and centres; 

- the general government and maintenance of the Bureau 
and 

- generally, all matter which he deems necessary or 
ex~edient to prescribe in order that the purposes of 
this Act may be achieved. 



The Act shows no sign of public accountability, in spite 
of the great impact it has on the lives of the public. 
Instead there is a preoccupation with the internal 
organisation and functioning of the Bureau/National 
Intelligence Service. The State President has final, wide 
and virtually unlimited powers. All of these factors 
contribute to a climate of over-secrecy, under which 
conditions the commission of excessive acts becomes unduly 
easy. 

c) Protection of Information Act (No 84 of 1982) 

The purpose of this Act is "to provide for the protection 
from dis closure of certain information; and to provide for 
matters connected therewith" 

finit~ns, including 
isation", and "security 

The Act commences w~ 
that of an "agen7r 
matter". / 

"Agent" means ;my per on has been o:r is 
reasonab ly su;3pected of-=--=-~ aving been d~rectly or 
indirectly used by of or on behalf of any 
foreign Stat/e or an isation for the purpose 
of committi gin th sewhere an at 
prejudici to the ereats of the Republic, 
or who h ,i r \'T'i!~,..;~-t.:;,,i?5'~~te f"having committed 
or attempt~tl to co it in the Republ'c or 
elsewhere ~n the in ere,_.,.....~,~ state r any 
hostile org~isation. -
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"Hostile organi ati organisat'on dec lared by 
or under any Act of t be an un awful 
organisation or an~ associatio of persons or any movement 
or institution decla d under section of the Act to be 
an unlawful organisation-. 

In terms of the Act there is a prohibition on obtaining or 
disclosing secret information to any foreign State or 
agent thereof. Such information includes information 
relating to: 
- any prohibited place or anything in any prohibited 

place, or to armament; 
- the defence of the Republic, any military matter, any 

security matter or the prevention or combating of 
terrorism; 

- any other matter or article, and which a person knows or 



reasonably should know may directly or indirectly be of 
use to any foreign State or any hostile organisation and 
which, for considerations of the security or the other 
interests of the Republic, should not be disclosed to any 
foreign State or to any hostile organisation. 

The section of the Act relatin9 to the prohibition of 
disclosure of certain information is egually stringent. 
There is a heavy onus on the private citizen to know what 
it is that may prejudice the interests of the state. 
Transgressions are met with severe penalties. 

Other sections dealt with by the Act are: 
prohibitions of certain acts prejudicial to security or 
the interests of the Republic;obstructing persons on guard 
at prohibited places; harbouring or concealing certain 
persons and failing o re - _formation relating to 
agents. 
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Section 118A, ± se Post Office it in 1972 
gives the Minist r of Posts~ Telecornrnu ication , or a 
Minister who is a member oft State Se urity Council, or 
an officer delegate y the Minister ~ uthority to direct 
that "any J?articular post 1 arti le, telegram or 
communication by telephone" or "all postal articles, 
tele9rarns or communications by telephone", "to or from any 
particular person, body or organisation", be intercepted 
for such periods as he may specify if he believes that 
the interception is "necessary in the interests of the 
security of the Republic". 

A request must be made to the State Security Council 
before these measures are effected. This request should be 
in writing. If any request or direction is not made or 
given in writing at the time when it is made or given, 



this must be done as soon as possible thereafter. 

When a direction has been issued the person who requested 
it, or any person authorized thereto by him, may take 
possession of any postal article or telegram in question 
and examine it, or listen into any telephonic 
communication in question. A direction for the 
interception of an¥ communication by telephone is deemed 
to include the making available of facilities to listen 
into the communication in question. 

Any intercepted postal article or telegram must be sent to 
the addressee if in the opinion of the person who examined 
it, this may be doe without prejudice to the securit¥ of 
the Republic. If he is not of this opinion, he may dispose 
of the postal article or tele ram in such manner as the 
interests of the sec rity 0£ Republic may require. 

The laws relatin t~on ha~ been used by 
the security and cies to ~RY on 
anti-government op fa recurring theme, 
opposition to 
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These are v ore for what t hey fail 
to say than here is litrtle wonder 
then, that abuse by Lih national 
security a finances. 

The Securi unt Act o 81 o f 1 9 
provides f a Sec~ty Services 
Special Account, e control and~lization o f moneys 
standing to the credit"o~ uch ac -unt and for other 
incidental matters. The Account was to be utilized for 
"services of a confidential nature and such expenses 
connected with the Bureau for State Security as deemed to 
be in the public interest. 

The Secret Services Account Act (No 56 of 1978 ) provided 
for the establishment of an account for secret services 
and for matters connected therewith. Monies could be 
transferred by the Minister of Finance to the following 
accounts at the requests of the Ministers concerned: 
The Foreign Affairs Special Account established by the 



Forei~n Affairs Special Account Act (Act 38 Of 1967 ) ; the 
Security Services Special Account; The Special Defence 
Account (established by section 1 of the Defence Special 
Account Act (Act 6 of 1974 ) ; the Information Service of 
South Africa Special Account established by the 
Information Service of South Africa Special Account ( Act 
108 of 197 9 ) and the South African Police Special Account 
established by section 1 of the South African Police 
Special Account Act,1985. 

The South African Police Special Account Act (No 74 of 
1985 ) provides for the establishment of a S~ecial account 
for the South African Police, the accountability in 
respect of and administration of the account, the 
investment of balances, the auditing of that account, and 
matters connected therewith. 
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s. A comparative analysis security legis lation 
in the USA and South Africa 

In South Africa, the system and legislation around 
national security are closely modelled on the British 
form, as a consequence of South Africa's ties with the 
Union before becoming a Republic. The Rabie Commission 
points out that the Official Secrets Acts of 1911 and 
1920, of England, served as a model for most of the 
British possessions. 



What the South African legislation also appears to have 
inherited from the British is the preoccupation with the 
classification of information of state departments. A 
contrastingly different case in point is the case of the 
USA where public pressure has resulted in a new culture 
around intelligence activities emerging, one where there 
is regard for the rights of the citizens of the USA, 
includin9 the right of access to official and classified 
information. 

Powerful public lobbying has resulted in significant 
changes in the institutional and legislative arrangements 
in the USA regarding intelligence. Since President Gerald 
Ford, ever¥ President has issued executive orders that 
limit the intelligence activities of agencies when they 
intrude on the rights of Ameri ans. There has also been a 
public c ampaign to · lude s rights in a comprehensive 
charter; in the int --"the suance of executive orders 
has served to consi;ra ' t tivities intelligence 
agencies when Amel:'ican olved. 
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bil byt e Congress re ul t from 
the work of e inte co i ttees: 
- the Forei Intelli illance Act of 197 8, which 
regulates nat± nal ging and wiret pping within 
the United Sta · I 
- the Classifie In ation r ocedures Act l which 
establishes ~race u r e s form · g use of .9Iassified 
information in cri :i_gal tri al s and maki~g possible the 
indictment of former "g vernment offic ·-a3.s who violate 
constitutional rights; 
-The Intelligence Oversi9ht Act of 1980 , provides for 
Congressional access to intelligence to intelligence 
information. 

The effect of such legislation (a relatively recent 
phenomenon sparked by public concern in the seventies 
about disclosures of CIA irregularities and excesses), is 
that it is possible to accommodate le9itimate national 
security concerns without violating civil liberties or 
constitutional procedures. 



At present there are yet other issues which are the 
subject of public attention in the USA. These include the 
powers of the President in taking a country to war, the 
strict controls on the rights of former government 
officials to speak about their experiences and to evaluate 
publicly the performances of national security agencies, 
and the role of covert operations. 

As expressed earlier, South African legislation does not 
even begin to reflect the concerns which are high on the 
agenda of the US intelligence policy makers and other 
interested groups seeking to influence national security 
policy. Lobby groups in the USA identify further 
weaknesses, a sure indication that·south Africa has a long 
way to go and much work to do if it is ever to ensure a 
balance between national security and democracy. 

6. Redefinin 

The old assumpti~ns s n national ~ecurity policy 
must change. Th&re was inh r t in the pohlcy and 
legislation of,L?ld, a elie tn South Afr~!a was under 
threat by ext~rnal a ggresso well as hostile internal 
forces, that;Were de la as a result. Today, 
these "hostile orga isa .... _..._...,_°' been unbanned. With 
the worldwide crisis of,-eomm the external 
aggressors, / especia ly ~::::~ Union, are no l onger 
seen as a~at b the--·--- ca _µ~vernment. 

A whole n;;J range o co i ~ertain tot e matter 
of nationa~security. Accor Williams (1991 ), the 
factors whi h now su st.___,~~ orm national s ecurity 
policy, are the inte a co radi ions which my develop 
in a societ , giving ise to soc· ~ fi.ssures an , 
pressures: tbese inclu e "po er and low econqmic growth 
rates; l ack of resour , la of legitimate p6litical 
institutions nd a c s gly low level f political 
culture; thwarted e a (parti cularly in a 
post-independen e p ) e2 political d"visions and a 
corresponding le 1 of milit activity om extremist 
political grouping· a hig h l evel of mil,.,,itarization and 
the monopoly of force y certain agen vfes within t he state 
ensemble " . (Williams, 199-1...:.,.._ ___ _ 

7. Conclusion: Principles to guide the reformulation of 
national security policy and leg islation 

It would be foolish to deny that secrecy is at all times 
unwarranted in the pursuit of national security 
objectives. However, the fact that conditions of secrecy 
are so often abused, is an indications that secrecy 
itself should be subject to cert~in conditions. 

Very generally state, the issues around which the limits 



of secrecy should be applied are the following: 

Classification of information 
Here the issues are: what information is to be classified 
and why; for how long; who has access to such information; 
and how to ensure that such information is a true 
reflection of reality. Mechanisms must be set in place to 
guarantee that once agreement is reached on these issues, 
the conditions are complied with. 

Balance 
National security ~olicy in a democracy must take into 
account the competing interests of civil rights and 
liberties and the national security objectives. Moreover, 
the public must be satisfied that such a balance does 
exist. 

Openness 
The government must 
security agenda if/ tti 
above. This mea tha 
withholding of inform 
debate; -3:'&f".u&t"° .:?,,..,d, 

Accountabi · / 
The nation 
accounta 

pect of its national 
a balance as suggested 
stifle debate and the 

for public 

agencies must be 
elected struc~ures of 

governmen ecti¥e financ{al 
accounta~-~~~~~~;~rl--r~-~~~~fflli~e~s must be e--leeted 
appointed/~ sentative structures to 
ensure t hau nity acts in 
responsible and ac 

Protection f the· 
The measures taken 
objectives mu~t no 
civil libertie 

A National Intell~gence Chart 

national sec"41:ity 
n the individu 1 c itizen's 

It will be necessar to legislate on 
issues when the time to---r define e intelligence/national 
security environment in Sout africa arrives. But the 
world of intelligence is such that much is left unsaid, 
much P,O~ written into legislation and that legislation 
which ~~f often so broad as to be applied in a number of 
ways ~epending on interpretation. Not only_1must this 
change; it will be necessary to draw u~ a~enforce a Code 
of Conduct for all practitioners in this area. This Code 
of conduct should explicitly forbid those practice'.for 
which the intelligence agencies have become infamous, such 
as assassinations, abductionst torture, and introduce a 
culture based on civilized standards of behaviour, which 



.. -

will cause the public to see the national security and 
intelligence agencies as their protectors, a~d not 
agencies to be feared and hated, as has been the tragic 
case in so many undemocratic countries. 
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